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Abstract
A medical diagnosis system (DRCAD), which consists of two sub-modules Bayesian and rule-based inference
models, is presented in this study. Three types of tests are conducted to assess the performances of the models
producing synthetic data based on the ALARM network. The results indicate that the linear combination of the
aforementioned models leads to a 5% and a 30% improvement in medical diagnosis when compared to the “Rule
Based Method” and the “Bayesian Network Based Method”, respectively.
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1. Introduction
A Decision Support System (DSS) is a computer-based
information system that supports organizational and
business decision-making activities. Medical Decision
Support Systems, which are variants of decision support
systems, are intelligent software systems that are
designed to improve clinical diagnosis system and to
support the healthcare personnel in their decision.
Intelligent decision support systems use artificial
intelligence system techniques to support the healthcare
personnel for selecting the best method for both
diagnosis and also for treatment especially when the
information about the treatment is incomplete or
uncertain. These systems can work in both active and
passive modes. When they are in passive mode, they
will be used only when they are required. When they are
in active mode, they will be making recommendations
as well. When we look at the approaches of the
inference mechanisms, which constitute the most
important part of the medical decision support systems,
these approaches can be divided into two parts such as
rule-based systems and data-driven systems.
Rule-based systems are constructed on the
knowledge base, which are formed by if-then structures.
In this structure, the information base is formed by the
rules. The operation logic of the system is to find
relevant rules on the basis of the available information
operate them and continue to search for a rule until a
result has been obtained. Those rule-based systems have
some strong features as well as some disadvantages. For
example, the performance of the system decreases and
the maintenance of the system becomes difficult in case
of the number of the rules are large enough. Examples
of the medical decision support systems are MYCIN1,2,
TRAUMAID3, and RO2SE4. Data-driven systems, on
the other hand, operate in large data stacks and support
the decision-making process using data mining
methods. Several studies can be found in the related
literature about data-driven systems. Some of these
studies can be referred to Bayesian networks5, Rough
sets6 and artificial neural networks7. Data-driven
systems are more flexible compared to the rule-based
systems and they have the ability to learn by
themselves.

The aim of this paper is to evaluate the performance
of the Bayesian and rule-based inference models on
medical data using a medical diagnosis system called as
DRCAD. In this study, three types of tests are
conducted to assess the standalone performances of the
Bayesian model, the rule-based model, and the linear
combination of these two separate methods. For these
evaluations, synthetic data have been produced based on
the probabilities on the ALARM (A Logical Alarm
Reduction Mechanism) network - a structure prepared
by using real patient information for many variables
showing the probabilities derived from the real life
circumstances. Performance evaluation is repeated for
100, 1.000 and 2.000 batches of data sets to validate the
accuracy of the results. This paper also contributes to
the relevant literature by presenting a medical decision
support system called DRCAD system with two submodules comprised of Bayesian and rule-based
inference models.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 provides an overview of decision support
systems. In Section 3, Bayesian networks are explained
briefly. In Section 4, the ALARM Network structure is
described. In Section 5 and 6, the Rule Based Method
and the Bayesian Network Method Testing Scenarios
are explained, respectively. Section 7 presents the
experimental results of DRCAD Medical Diagnosis
Software. Finally, Section 8 concludes.
2. Decision support systems
DSSs are interactive computer-based systems or
subsystems that are designed to help decision makers to
decide and complete the decision process operations and
also to determine and solve problems using
communication technologies, information, documents
and models. They provide data storage and retrieval but
enhance the traditional information access and retrieval
functions with support for model building and modelbased reasoning. They support framing, modeling and
problem solving. Typical application areas of DSSs are
healthcare, management and planning in business, the
military and any area in which management will
encounter complex decision situations. DSSs are
typically used for strategic and tactical decisions faced
by upper-level management -decisions with a
reasonably low frequency and high potential
consequences- in which the time taken for thinking
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through and m
modeling the problem payys off generouusly
in the long ruun.
Generallyy, decision suupport systemss should incluude
the followingg features:







DSSs arre used to support the decision
d
making
process nnot to accomp
plish operationnal processes.
DSSs shhould supportt each phase of the decision
making pprocess.
DSSs suupport on thhe half or full configurred
decision environmentss.
DSSs suppport each maanagement levvels from bottom
to top.
DSSs havve interactive and user-frienndly interfacees.
DSSs usee data and moodel as a basis.

Decision support systtems and rellevant operation
methods can be divided innto four mainn subjects. These
subjects are called infereence mechanism, knowleddge
base, explanaation module and
a active meemory. Inferennce
mechanism constitutes
c
thhe basis of decision
d
supp
port
systems. In thhis part, the reesults are gennerated under the
considerationn of the currrent informaation and/or the
information tthat was enterred to the system by the usser.
The generateed results mayy be a decisiion or they may
m
include guidding informatiion. The second part is the
knowledge bbase which holds
h
the exppert information
used when the decision support sysstem is making
inference. T
The active memory part
p
holds the
information, which is su
upplied by the
t
user and
d/or
current infereence processees. Also, expllanation moduule,
which may not
n be presen
nt on each decision
d
supp
port
system, gennerates an accuracy validation and
a
explanation inn consideratioon of the resuults generated by
the inferencee mechanism and knowleddge base. Thoose
subjects and ttheir relationss are shown inn Figure 1.

Fig. 1. The maain structure off Decision Suppport System (DS
SS)

In rule-baseed systems, thee knowledge base
b
is formedd
byy the rule grouup. The resullts are obtaineed for variouss
cirrcumstances on
o the probleem relevant to the subjectt,
using the gennerated rules.. The rules forming thee
knnowledge basee are prepared by if-then structure. Thee
coontent of an inference system, which is developedd
using rule-bassed methods, consists of
o the ruless
geenerated by iff-then, the faacts and an innterpreter thaat
intterprets the faacts using thee rules in the system. Theree
aree two method
ds used to proocess the rulees in the rulebaased methods. These meth
hods are forw
ward chainingg
annd backward chaining. In forward chaiining method
d,
thee results are obtained
o
usingg the preliminnary facts withh
thee help of the rules.
r
In backkward chainingg method, it iss
staarted with a hy
ypothesis (or target) and thhe rules, whichh
wiill reach that hypothesis, are
a searched. The retrievedd
rulles generate sub-rules
s
and the process continues thiss
waay. In cases,, where the result
r
is estim
mated and thiss
esttimation sho
ould be veriified, backw
ward chainingg
meethod should be used insstead of forw
ward chainingg
meethod. In ordeer to generatee the rule set in rule-basedd
meethods of inference
i
syystems, peopple who aree
exxperienced onn the problem
m should conntribute to thee
deesign of the system. This process usuually proceedss
wiith the help of experiennced people in the rulee
deevelopment phase
p
by determining thhe faults andd
deefects in the estimations and using the pllanned system
m
as a reference. The designeer usually devvelops simplee
intterfaces for experts
e
to conntribute in thee developmennt
phhase. In the beeginning of thhe process, the experts starrt
tessting the systtems as if theey will use thhe system forr
opperational purp
poses. The qu
uestions asked to the expertss
in the scope off the limited information
i
o the systemss
of
aree answered by
y the same exxperts. The aim
m is to test thee
syystem in order to improve itt. The expert who
w answeredd
thee questions, evaluates
e
the system by llooking at thee
ressults generateed by the systeem, and then ttries to correct
thee defects andd faults by using
u
the rulee developmennt
toool. The rule set
s in the infference system
ms, which usee
rulle-based methhods, can be generated by the expert onn
thee problem. Data-driven
D
syystems examiine large dataa
poools in organizzations. Thesee systems usuaally work withh
thee systems thaat collect data like a data warehouse
w
andd
whhat not. Dataa-driven systeems take placce in decisionn
maaking processs with On Line
L
Analyticcal Processingg
(O
OLAP) and daata mining meethods. These systems workk
onn very large daatasets. The reelations in these datasets aree
annalyzed electroonically and make
m
predictiions for futuree
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data relationss. Data-driven
n systems usee the bottom--up
procedure too explain thee characteristiics of the data
d
system8,9.
3. Bayesian networks (B
BNs)
ular
Probabilistic models have become increeasingly popu
ony to capture no
in the last deccade because of their ability
deterministic relationships between variiables describing
many real world domaains. Among these modeels,
graphical models have receeived significaant attention due
d
mpactly encoode conditio
onal
to their ability to com
independencee assumptionss over random
m variables and
a
because of thhe developmeent of effectivve algorithms for
inference andd learning bassed on these rrepresentations10.
BNs, also knnown as caussal networks or probabilisstic
widely used for knowleddge
belief netwoorks, are w
representationn and probabbilistic reason
ning in varioous
domains undeer uncertaintyy11,12,13.
ntages of BNss to traditionaal approaches are
The advan
given below:

vaariables do no
ot influence each other ddirectly. Moree
forrmally, a variable Vi is tak
ken to be deppendent of itss
paarents and chilldren in the ddigraph, but iss conditionallyy
inddependent off any of its non-descendaants given itss
paarents; this property
p
nown as thee
is ccommonly kn
M
Markov conditio
on.
Associated with the ggraphical strructure of a
Baayesian Network is a jointt probability distribution
d
Pr
thaat is represeented in a ffactorized forrm. For eachh
vaariable Vi inn the digrapph is specifiied a set of
coonditional probbability distribbutions Pr ( Viπ(Vi )); eachh
off these distribbutions descrribes the joinnt effect of a
specific combin
nation of values for the parrents π(Vi ) of
Vi, on the probaability distribuution over thee values of Vi.
pro
c
obability distrributions withh
Thhese sets of conditional
ne a unique jo
oint probabilitty distributionn
eaach other defin
the digrapph’s topology through14.
o
thaat factorizes over
N

Prr V1 , V2 ,.....,V N    Pr Vi | V1 , V2 ,......,Vi 1 
i 1
N






ve good resullts in missing and incompllete
They giv
data.
They arre more efficient in modeling comp
plex
other meethods.
systems than
t
mprehensibilitty of BNs aare easier th
The com
han
models ssuch as artificiial neural netw
works, etc.
Each vallue that the vaariables in BN
Ns take can haave
a value more
m
than True/False.

a
Because of all these advantages
dely
BNs have wid
and successfuully been usedd in the areas such as Mediical
decision suppport systems, diagnostic annd classification
systems, datta mining, information rretrieval, exppert
systems, fraud detection, ro
obotics and soo forth.
A Bayesiaan Network B=(P
B
r ,G) is a model of a joiint,
or multivariaate, probabilitty distributionn over a set of
random variaables; it consists of a graphhical structuree G
and the asssociated disttribution Pr. The graphiical
structure takees the form oof a Directed
d Acyclic Graaph
(DAG), G=((V(G),A(G)) with nodes V(G) = {V
{ 1,
V2,…….VN},
N ≥ 1 andd arcs A(G)  V(G) X V((G).
Each node Vi in G represents a randoom variable tthat
T arcs in the
takes one off a finite sett of values. The
digraph model the probabbilistic influennce between the
des
variables. Infformally, an arrc Vi  Vj bettween two nod
nfluence betweeen
Vi and Vj inndicates that tthere is an in
the associateed variables Vi and Vj; absence of an arc
between Vi and Vj means that thee corresponding

Prr V1 , V2 ,....., V N    Pr Vi |  Vi 
i 1

(1))

y,
If Vi has noo parents , then the set π(Vi ) is empty
annd therefore Pr ( Viπ(Vi )); is just Pr ( Vi ).
) An examplee
n Network iss
off conditional independencee in Bayesian
shhown in Figuree 2 below:
15

Fig 2. Conditional ind
dependence in BNs
B

k
The conditiional probabiility of Bayeesian network
n in Figure 2 iis defined abo
ove. There aree
whhich is shown
wo inference m
methods that ccan be used in
i BNs. Thesee
tw
a exact infference and approximatee
aree defined as
hods. The nuumber of varriables in thee
infference meth
o BNs can be abundant. Although
A
somee
meethods based on
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exact inferennce algorithm
ms have beenn developed for
Bayesian Nettwork, belief update is NP
P-Hard16 in BNs
B
and these alggorithms are not easy to apply
a
very large
and complex methods. Thuus, it is imporrtant to focus on
approximate iinference algoorithms17.
Exact innference algoorithms have many classses.
Examples oof these alggorithms aree, loop cuttset
conditioning, clique-tree propagation,
p
node reduction,
mic conditioning,
symbolic proobabilistic infeerence, dynam
recursive
conditioningg,
Shenoy--Shafer,
laazy
propagation, bucket elim
mination, variaable elimination
and so on.. Examples of approxiimate inferennce
algorithms are
a stochasticc simulation, Markov Ch
hain
Monte Carloo, probabilisttic logic sam
mpling, heurisstic
importance sampling, Gibbs
G
sampling, hypercuube
sampling, inccremental sym
mbolic probabbilistic inferen
nce,
deterministic approximatioon, loopy beelief propagation
etc18.
4. ALARM network stru
ucture and daatasets
In this study,, to compare the
t performannces (in termss of
accuracy) of rule based annd Bayesian innference moddels
mon
on medical ddata, the netwoork structure, that is comm
in scientific studies
s
and known
k
as ALA
ARM Networrk19
in the literatuure is used. ALARM
A
netwoork is a netwoork
structure thaat is preparred by usinng real patiient
information for many variables annd shows the
probabilities derived from
m the real lifee circumstancces.
p
ALARM neetwork calcuulates the probabilities
for
different diaggnosis based on the currennt evidences and
a
recently it haas been used by
b many researchers. In total,
there are 377 nodes in ALARM neetwork and the
relationships and condittional probabbilities betweeen
these have been defined. The medical information has
h
i a graphicall structure witth 46 arches, 16
been coded in
findings and 13 intermediiate variables that relates the
examination results to the
t
diagnosiss problems that
t
represent 8 ddiagnosis probblems, Two algorithms haave
been applied to this Bayes network, onne of which is
i a
message-passsing algorithm
m, developedd by Pearl12 to
update the pprobabilities in various linked
l
netwo
orks
using conditiioning metho
ods and the other
o
one is the
exact inferennce algorithm
m, developedd by LauritzenSpiegelhalterr20 for local probability
p
callculations in the
graphical strructure. Theree are three variables
v
nam
med
diagnosis, meeasurements and
a intermediate variabless in
the ALARM network:

a the qualitaative informattion are on thee
(ii) Diagnosis and
top of the network. Thoose variables do
d not belongg
to any preddecessors andd they are deeemed mutuallyy
independennt from the predecessors.
p
Each node iss
linked to thhe particular and
a detailed value
v
sets thaat
represent the
t severity and
a
presence of a certainn
disease.
(iii) Measuremeents represent any currennt quantitativee
informationn. All coontinuous variables aree
representedd categoricallyy with a discreete interval seet
that dividess the value sett.
(iiii) Intermediatte variables sh
how the elemeent that cannot
be measureed directly. Th
he probabilitiees in the Bayess
network cann represent booth objective and
a subjectivee
informationn. ALARM network
n
incluudes statisticaal
data, logiccal conditionnal probabilitties, that aree
calculated from the equations
e
relevant to thee
a
a certain number of subjectivee
variables and
valuations and it is usually
u
used to form thee
ynthetic data.
network strructure over sy
fferent predeceessor nodes, it
In cases forr all given diff
is required to obbtain a conditiional probabillity for a nodee.
Thhe structure off ALARM neetwork and deefined variablee
aree shown in Fig
gure 3.

Figg.3. ALARM network structurre and the variabbles defined in
thee network21.

In order to use in the study, 100, 10000 and 20000
reccords have beeen producedd based on thhe possibilitiess
onn the ALARM
M network. Forr these operatiions, based onn
thee ALARM network structure,
s
NE
ETICA 3.188
software22 has been usedd. Conditionaal probabilityy
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diagram for the ALARM
M network sstructure and
d a
variable definned in the struucture are shoown in Figuree 4.
Each record on those gennerated data shows probaable
values for eaach 37 variables that were defined on this
t
network. On each record,, the values for intermediiate
ut variables. The
T
variable as w
well as 12 inpuut and 11 outpu
he input variaable
tests, which were carried out, send th
and keeep
m
t relevant module
values on eacch record to the
the resulting list as a sepaarate file. The accuracy of the
paring the vaariable values on
results is deccided by comp
the relevant rrecord on the test data. Forr each record, 11
probable resuults have been obtained.

Fig.4. Conditioonal probability
y diagram for Alarm.net
A
catechhol
variable

The resullts that were obtained
o
by ussing JavaBayees23
open source software
s
is ap
pplied to each of the generaated
synthetically data sets sepaarately. 11 outtput variables for
one record beelonging to 10
00-data-set aree shown in Taable
1. JavaBayess uses a geneeralized versiion of “variaable
n inference alggorithm24. It has
elimination” method as an
h
v
in thhe 100-data-sset,
generated, 1100 output variables
11000 outputt variables in the 1000-dataa-set, and 220000
00-data-set. Taable 1 below, for
output variabbles in the 200
utput variabless for one reco
each data sett, only 11 ou
ord
d. In this tab
ble, first column shows the
are presented
me (disease naame) and the second column
variable nam
and they are caalculated by the
shows the accuracy
a
software usinng Bayes theoorem, third co
olumn shows the
real situationns in the ALA
mn
k, fourth colum
ARM network
shows the reesults, generatted by the DRCAD softw
ware
umn shows thee comparison between the rreal
and fifth colu
d the results ggenerated by the software. In
situation and
the fifth coluumn, if the rreal situation and the resu
ults

software are the same, POSITIVE
geenerated by the
t
E
nd the resultss generated by
ressult, if the reaal situation an
y
me, NEGATIV
VE result willl
thee software are not the sam
bee generated. POSITIVE values inddicate correct
GATIVE vallues indicatee
hereas NEG
diaagnosis, wh
osis.
inccorrect diagno
Table 1. 11 Ouutput variables for
f one record (100-data-set)
(
Vaariable
nam
me
(Diisease)

Accurracy
degreee

Real
situationns

Results
produced
by the
DRCAD
software

Hisstory
Prees
MiinVol
ExxpCO2
PA
AP
HR
RBP
HR
REKG
HR
RSat
CV
VP
PC
CWP
BP
P

0.9900
0.9412
0.9136
0.9136
0.9000
0.8229
0.8229
0.8229
0.7075
0.6970
0.4052

False
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
High
High
High
Normal
Normal
Low

False
Zero
Zero
Zero
Normal
High
High
High
Normal
Normal
Low

The
comparison off
the real
situation and
the results
produced
POSITIVE
NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE
POSITIVE
POSITIVE
POSITIVE
POSITIVE
POSITIVE
POSITIVE
POSITIVE

For examplee, in Table 1, the accuracy of
o the MinVol
vaariable has beeen calculated as 0.9136 byy the softwaree.
v
is not the same with
w
the reaal
Beecause this value
d.
sittuation, correect diagnosiss has not beeen obtained
milarly, for H
HREKG, the acccuracy has been calculatedd
Sim
as 0.8228 by tthe software. Because thiss value is thee
me with the rreal situation, correct diagn
nosis has beenn
sam
btained. Similaar interpretatiions are also vvalid for otherr
ob
daata sets.
5. Rule based method testing scenario
Thhis section primarily sttarts by trannsferring thee
h the methodss
syynthetic data iin hand in acccordance with
u of the dataa
utiilized properlyy, setting rulees by making use
an
nd the networrk topology, transferring the data andd
L25 and explaaining the test
rulles in the forrm of RuleML
praactices on thhe data. Tw
wo approachees have beenn
utiilized here in order to deteermine the rulles to be usedd
method on thee ALARM nettwork. First of
by
y the related m
theem is to deetermine the relationshipss among thee
deefined variablees by using tthe topologicaal structure of
he second onee
thee network andd constitute thhe rules and th
m the syntheticc
me meaningfuul rules from
is to derive som
daata in hand in the network bby means of thhe practices inn
daata mining meethods. In the first method, except for thee
gering factorss (input variabbles) the ruless
12
2 defined trigg
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have been composed for all variables by utilizing the
network structure. In the phase of generating rules, the
ALARM network, which is a Bayesian tool, the
structure of the network has been screened by using the
Netica 3.18 Software and thus related rules have been
generated for each variable from the related image
presentations. One of the rules to be generated by
utilizing the table shown in the Figure 4 is like this;
IF (InsuffAnesth=True and SaO2=Low and TPR=Low
and ArtCO2= Low) THEN Catechol= High

</op>
</Atom>
</formula>
<formula>
<Atom>
<op>
<Rel>TPR is Low</Rel>
</op>
</Atom>
</formula>
<formula>
<Atom>

The display of this rule through RuleML is as follows:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<RuleML
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchemainstance"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns="http://www.ruleml.org/0.9/xsd"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ruleml.org/0.9/xsd
http://www.ruleml.org/0.9/xsd/datalog.xsd">
<Assert>
<formula>
<Implies>
<head>
<Atom>
<op>
<Rel>Catechol is High</Rel>
</op>
<Degree>
<Data>0.70</Data>
</Degree>
</Atom>
</head>
<body>
<And>
<formula>
<Atom>
<op>
<Rel>InsuffAnesth is True</Rel>
</op>
</Atom>
</formula>
<formula>
<Atom>
<op>
<Rel>SaO2 is Low</Rel>

<op>
<Rel>ArtCo2 is Low </Rel>
</op>
<Ind>True</Ind>
</Atom>
</formula>
</And>
</body>
</Implies
</formula>
</Assert>
</RuleML>
The rules generated by utilizing the topological
structure of the network can be considered and
classified under two headings: “The rules which
generate the intermediate results and additional
diagnosis” and “The rules which generate the target
diagnosis”.
The rules in the first group are the auxiliary ones
which are utilized in order to reach the target results.
Some supplementary and additional diagnosis can also
be generated by making use of these auxiliary rules. The
conditions of the rules should be affirmed in order to
reach the target results within the pool of the rules to be
used. In those cases when the data provided by the user
to be utilized to affirm conditions of the rules are
insufficient, those rules which are expected to affirm the
conditions are examined thoroughly. These rules can
also be defined as those rules which are in charge of
generating intermediate results. Those rules in the
second group are the sort of rules which are utilized in
order to reach the target conclusions. If necessary, it is
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me results by benefitting frrom
possible to tryy to reach som
ons
the current realities and//or intermediiate conclusio
nce
generated byy those auxxiliary rules. The inferen
wed in accordance with the
process steps are follow
selected inferrence algorithhm in order too reach the tarrget
me intermeddiate conclussions may be
results. Som
m
necessary deppending on thhe target to acchieve or it may
o obtain the diagnosis
d
by benefitting from
be possible to
ules which aree in
the current faacts as in the case of the ru
charge of prroducing som
ons.
me intermediaate conclusio
Within the frramework of tthe system crreated depending
he solution, the
on the probllem and the nature of th
“disease” is examined andd questioned.. Thereby, so
ome
segregations or distinctions are made such as tarrget
m
diagnosis andd intermediatee conclusions.. The target may
vary and cconstitute diffferent forms in inferennce
machines deepending on examining aand questioning
phases of the disease takenn as a target.
he pool of ru
188 ruless have been added
into th
a
ules
y implementing
which are cconvenient too examine by
machine leaarning techniiques and also capable of
generating inntermediate coonclusions and
d supplementary
or additional diagnosis discovery or geeneration. These
rules are created by utiilizing ALAR
ork
RM.net netwo
structure andd by setting ssome possiblee rules for eaach
nsferred so ass to
variable. Thee text based iff-then are tran
RuleML
L document and
a
become and serve as a valid
v
added into thee pool of ruless.
See5 appplication26 haas been useed in order to
s
data set
determine thee meaningful rules on the synthetic
m
metho
ods.
we have in hhand by utiliziing the data mining
nd the definition
The relationsships within thhe data sets an
a
derived by
of the patteerns and rellated rules are
ules
evaluating thhe See5 data of the cases. Thus, the ru
ugh
intended to tthe target diagnosis are geenerated throu
here
this applicatioon by makingg use of decission trees. Th
are 85 rules intended for target diagno
osis. The screeen
mple
output belongging to See5 programme and an exam
in Figgures 5 and 6,
b
rule tree aree presented below
respectively.

Fig..5. See5 applicaation main screeen

Fig. 6. See5
S
sample deccision tree appliication

Herein, the system as seeen in Figure 7 is composedd
off three main arrchitectural an
nd functional parts
p
so that it
wiill be possiblee to apply the “Rule Based Method”.

Fig. 7. Functionnal Architecturre of the Rule Based
B
Method
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In the functional architecture, the first part is the
interface which enables us to obtain the information
about the patient in question. This section, which is
transformed into practice, is not the only part that can be
utilized to support the decision support system, but it
can also support more than one decision support system
to be used.
Obtaining information about a patient means
introducing the facts to the system by means of which
the machine will make inferences about the patient.
Inferences are made by utilizing these facts and some
new facts are obtained. There may be some information
regarding the case of the disease, the differences accrue
as a result of the application of the treatment or
information on the results of the tests performed for the
patient among the facts obtained. The information in
the system must be in the form which will enable us to
process all the information regarding the patient even if
this information comes from other systems which use
different software. It has been decided that the bridge to
be built between other decision support systems should
be XML (EXtensible Markup Language) which has
been developed in order to make it possible to operate
such various systems together in cooperation with each
other compatibly. The usage of XML is a standard
which is benefitted from when it is intended to
exchange information among those platforms which
utilize different systems for their operations. The
function of the bridge is to send the questioning
information taken from the users and transfer them to
lower/bottom layers, that is, it transfers the information
into forms which are possible for the bottom decision
systems to process and send them into other layers by
modifying them depending on their kinds and origins
according to the purpose of the usage.
RuleML rule markup language is used in order to
convey the meanings of the rules and facts utilized
within the developed medical decision support system.
Thus, it has been possible to exchange XML based
information between the bottom systems and the bridge
system stated above by utilizing this language.
The information is provided to the developed system in
the form of XML based RuleML documents. A sample
for the patient information utilized during the test phase
of the developed system has been provided below:



FiO2 is Normal
Intubation is Normal




Hypovolemia is False
Anaphylaxis is False.

The FiO2 value and the Hypovolemia state of the
patient given as a sample above are stated as in follows
in the RuleML markup language;
The display of the patient’s “FiO2 value is normal”
for RuleML:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<RuleML
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchemainstance"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns="http://www.ruleml.org/0.9/xsd"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ruleml.org/0.9/xsd
http://www.ruleml.org/0.9/xsd/datalog.xsd">
<Assert>
<formula>
<Atom>
<degree>
<Data>0.99</Data>
</degree>
<op>
<Rel>FiO2 is Normal</Rel>
</op>
</Atom>
</formula>
</Assert>
</RuleML>
The display of “Hypovolemia is false” for RuleML:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<RuleML
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchemainstance"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns="http://www.ruleml.org/0.9/xsd"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ruleml.org/0.9/xsd
http://www.ruleml.org/0.9/xsd/datalog.xsd">
<Assert>
<formula>
<Atom>
<degree>
<Data>0.8</Data>
</degree>
<op>
<Rel>Hypovolemia is False</Rel>
</op>
</Atom>
</formula>
</Assert>
</RuleML>
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The facts, rules and results utilized during the stuudy
has been preppared in accordance with the
t Rule ML 0.9
valid RuleML
L document.

Fig.8. DRCAD rule based
b
inferencee interface

The DRC
CAD27 rule-bassed inference interface is seeen
in Figure 8. The informattion are produuced which will
w
come from thhe intermediaate layer among the solutioons
suggested thrrough this inteerface. Facts about
a
the patieents
d by means of
o this program
mme which can
c
are generated
respond to thhe individual ddata and thosee tests which are
LARM Netwo
ork
influential onn the structurre of the AL
which is seleected as the prroblem to be examined in the
system. In acccordance with the responnses provided as
programme ooutput depending on thosse questions for
ults of probaable
valid RuleML documents and the resu
generaated
diagnosis aree generated aaccordingly. Those
T
wh
hich
d
documents arre copied intoo the index directories
are recognizeed by the infference machiine. During the
testing proceddure of the syystem, 12 RulleML documeents
to the
t
have been creeated for eachh patient and transferred
ystem has beccome capablee of
system. Theerefore, the sy
operating by itself and avaailable to be beenefitted from
m as
he system wh
a decision suppport system bby means of th
hich
t
has been ttransformed into practicee through this
programme.
n concerning the
The prodduction of thee information
patients, in shhort, actualizinng the task off the intermediiate
layer has trriggered the process of introducing the
information regarding to the patient to the systeem.
Before perfoorming the pprocess of innference in the
second sectioon where infeerence operattions are carrried
out, these RuuleML documeents should bee transferred innto
programme oobjects whichh can be utillized within the
inference enngine. In the functional architecture,
a
the
second sectiion where the inference operation is
actualized caan both process the facts which
w
ome
will co
from the interrmediate layeer and also unddertake the tasks

off the intermeediate layer which has already beenn
exxplained in thhe previous section.
s
Thuss, it will alsoo
pro
ocess the faccts which aree available as
a a result of
fun
nctioning as the bottom
m layer. The task of thee
infference mach
hine is to gennerate results according too
qu
uestioning performed by utiilizing those ffacts to be sennt
to the machine and according to the ruless. The realizedd
infference mach
hine has been
n inferring coonclusions byy
utiilizing those facts and ru
ules chosen inn order to bee
beenefitted from
g.
m, in accordaance with thee questioning
Thhe inference machine
recog
gnizes the rulles by using a
m
sim
d while addinng up the factss
milar system which is used
to the system. RuleML
docum
ments are alsoo used here ass
R
in the previous steps. The rulles utilized byy the inferencee
peration, they are rules just
maachine are preepared for op
ML standards. In order to carry out thee
likke the RuleM
infference operaation, it is necessary too provide thee
must be given on thee
syystem with the facts and they
t
fi
where thee
baasis of rules ass well. After ddefining the field
machine startss
rulles exist to th
he system, thhe inference m
maaking inferencce operations by utilizing thhose facts andd
rulles.
As a result of simplifyin
ng operation of
o those singlee
which containn
levvel rules, in other words, those rules w
W
is meannt
onnly the unit coontrol rules arre harvested. What
byy unit control rules is that the structurees of the ruless
n or those whiich have moree
muust have only one condition
single levvel structuress.
thaan one condittion should have
h
ngle level rulles are the on
nes composedd of “and” orr
Sin
or” and each condition is an atomic exxpression. Thee
“o
infference operaation can be achieved suuccessfully byy
mplementing th
im
hose rules whiich are generaated as a result
off simplifying. When a rulee which is coombined withh
or” is separaated into itss componentss, it can bee
“o
ocessed as a single cond
ditioned rule but the rulee
pro
oncerning the problem examined w
co
will not bee
gregated. Sincce there are ruules composed of “or”, thiss
seg
meethod has not been utilized. If the solutioon practiced inn
thiis subject is exxamined;
(ii) If the rule is composed of
o “or”,
(a) If the nuumber of variaables is not 0,,
(b) Can thee current condition be verifiied?
(iii) If it can bbe verified, thhe values of variables aree
found in th
he condition should
s
be assiigned to all of
variables within
w
the wh
hole rule havving the samee
names,
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(c) And if there is an unprocessed condition, then
choose the next condition and go back to the
first step.
(d) If none of the conditions are verified and there
aren’t any variables in the conclusion sentence,
then add the result obtained into the memory.
Thanks to this solution applied that there has been a
solution differentiation or distinction between those
rules composed of “and” and those rules composed of
“or”. This solution has been transferred into practice
through advanced forward chaining and backward
chaining method so that the method can comply with
the structure of operation of the system. The other
modifications applied to the inference machines are to
generate results with the confidence degree which is
presented in the structure as a solution to the problem
examined. The confidence degree shows the possibility
of the correctness of a result which is generated.
According to this assumption, their degree of
confidence will exist in those results obtained as a result
of the inference operations carried out in the inference
machine if all those rules and/or the facts are defined in
it. Thanks to this, in accordance with the facts utilized
within the system and the results obtained in line with
the rules on which some comments can also be made
saying that they should also be correct and valid. The
confidence degrees are the values which may change
between 0 and 1. The method concerning this
confidence degree of the calculations made during the
inference operations can be explained as follows:
(i) While making conclusions from the rules,
(a) If the rule is a sentence constructed by using the
word “and” for each verified condition, the
confidence of the rule is calculated by using this
formula; min (rule confidence, the condition
confidence at that moment).
(b) If the sentence of the rule constructed by using
“or” for each validated condition, the
confidence of the rule is calculated by using this
formula: max (the confidence of the rule, the
confidence of the condition at that moment).
(c) If all of the conditions of the rule are provided
and if a confidence is acquired as a result of
justifying these rules;
 If there isn’t a reliable value in the
conclusion section of the rule, the validity
acquired from the concluding conditions is
added together to the memory.



If there is a confidence value in the
conclusion section of the rule, the
conclusion is added to the memory
according to this formula: confidence =
(confidence of the conditions * confidence
of the result).

In the approach mentioned here, it is stated that the
confidence of a rule depends on the confidence of the
conditions. In cases where there isn’t any confidence in
the conditions of a rule, the conclusion is added to the
memory together with the confidence degree of the rule.
The confidence of operations in the system composed is
created to be taken into account in cases where there is
confidence.
Some special cases exist in confidence operations.
These cases are as follows;
(ii) If a condition can be verified depending on one of
the current facts,
(a) If a confidence degree isn’t determined in a
condition and the fact owns a confidence
degree; the confidence degree of the condition
is equalized to the value of the fact and the
calculation of the confidence degree of the rule
is performed by making use of this value.
(b) If there is a confidence degree in the condition
and if there is also a confidence degree in the
fact; the confidence degree of the condition is
calculated by using this formula: confidence =
(confidence of the condition* confidence of the
fact) and the confidence degree of the rule is
calculated by using this value.
(iii) If a conclusion generated by a rule exists in the
memory,
(a) If there isn’t a confidence degree of a generated
conclusion and if there is the confidence degree
of fact in the memory, in such cases no
operation or calculation is performed
(b) If there a confidence degree in the generated
conclusion and there isn’t any confidence in the
fact within the memory, the confidence degree
of fact in the memory is equalized to the
confidence degree of the generated conclusion.
(c) If there is confidence degree in both generated
result and in the fact in the memory, then the
confidence degree of the fact in the memory
(the confidence degree of the condition to be
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d ccd and thhe confidencee degree is the
called
memo
ory is to be caalled mcd);
 IIf mcd >= 0 and ccd >= 0; Confidence =
cccd + mcd - ( cccd * mcd)
C
 IIf mcd < 0 annd ccd < 0; Confidence
= ccd
c
+ mcd + ( ccd * mcd )
 IIf mcd * ccdd < 0; Confiddence = ( ccdd +
m
d , mcd) ) are
mcd ) / ( 1 – min (ccd
s
ccalculated as shown
above and
a updated.
Some eassy mathematiical expressioons can also be
processed inn the rule prrocessing systtems which are
transferred innto practice inn the inferencce machine. Itt is
possible to do and conttrol these operations in tthis
created structture such as smaller (<), sm
<=),
mall equals (<
qual
bigger (>), big
b equals (>=
=), equals (==
=) and not eq
(!=)
Advancedd forward and backw
ward chaining
rred
n the inferencee machine whiich is transferr
techniques in
g
lines in
into practice operate on the known general
gements. Sinnce
accordance with the sstated arrang
does no
ot stem from the
ward chain method
m
advanced forw
c
questioning system,
s
the reesult harvesting methods can
be left for tthe next secttion; howeverr, the backward
oning, it may be
questioning method
m
stem from questio
with some iniitial information
necessary to provide it w
ng the resultts”.
before the ssection of “tthe generatin
od is generaated
Although thee forward chhaining metho
starting from
m the present rules and faccts new ones are
produced in tthe inference operation, bacckward chaining
method movees in the directtion of the queestioning.
nce operation for
After the completion oof the inferen
the forward cchaining methhod in the system which was
w
transformed iinto practice, the operationns are perform
med
depending onn the facts whiich are determ
mined by the user
u
or those factts which are obtained throough the defin
ned
questioning in the pool of rules. Coonsequently, the
results whichh are compatiible with the questioning are
usion set. As it is done in the
transferred innto the conclu
case of the faacts and rules they are addeed to the systeem,
the questioniing operation
n is also perrformed throuugh
those valid RuleML do
ocuments. Foor instance, the
What is the diisease?” is expressed as the
question “W
document of a questioning Rule ML as ffollows;

<??xml version=
="1.0" encodinng="utf-8"?>
<R
RuleML
mlns:xsi="httpp://www.w3.org/2001/XML
xm
LSchemainsstance"
mlns:xsd="httpp://www.w3.oorg/2001/XML
xm
LSchema"
xm
mlns="http://w
www.ruleml.orrg/0.9/xsd"
xsi:schemaLocaation="http://w
www.ruleml.oorg/0.9/xsd
htttp://www.ruleeml.org/0.9/xssd/datalog.xsdd">
<Query
y>
<formula>
<A
Atom>
<op>
<Rel>d
diagnosis is<//Rel>
</op>
<Var>diagnosis</Vaar>
<//Atom>
</formula>
>
</Querry>
</R
RuleML>
When the created
c
RuleM
ML document regarding thee
s
that thee
quuestioning is examined, it can be seen
rellationship to be searched for is the diisease. In thiss
dvanced forw
ning, those facts, whichh
ad
ward question
d
accommodate disease
in thesse facts obtainned as a resullt
off questioning, will be seleccted and the variable zonee
disscovered durinng the questiooning phase iff the structuress
off the units aree compatible, they will bee filled in andd
theey will be added to the conclusiion set. Thee
uestioning doccument shownn here also willl be evaluatedd
qu
as a kind of objeect within the system as an element.

Figg.9. Sample con
nclusions generrated through thhe inference
engine

After the coompletion of the chaining operation andd
c
iif there are any, they aree
obbtaining the conclusions,
arrranged accordding to the deggree of their confidence ratee
staarting from tthe biggest too the smallesst ones as inn
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Figure 9. E
Each of thee sets withinn the obtainned
conclusion sets are reecorded as valid RuleM
ML
documents. After
A
transferrring this phase into practiice,
the generatedd solution to the
t defined prroblem has beeen
actualized. T
Thus, conclusions are gennerated with the
facts taken as in the forms
f
of Staandard RuleM
ML
documents off facts and reg
gulations. Aggain, the resultt is
produced by means
m
of the Standard
S
RuleeML documennts.

deeveloped thatt gives the list
l
of possible diagnosiss
according to the relatedd inputs byy using thee
inffrastructure of
o JavaBayes software. Thhe interface of
thee related appllication and inference
i
screeen are shownn
in Figure 11 and
d Figure 12, reespectively.

6. Bayesian network bassed method teesting
scenario
During the deevelopment of DRCAD Meedical Diagnoosis
Software, opeen source cod
de JavaBayes has
h been usedd to
implement B
Bayesian Netw
work based innference methhod.
JavaBayes sooftware consissts of two maiin modules. First
of these moddules is the Bayes
B
Editor, which has beeen
developed fo
for creating Bayesian neetwork, forming
variables andd links, makinng the essentiaal corrections on
the network, and observin
ng the values of the netwo
ork
dule is the infeerence algorithhm
variables. The second mod
that has beeen developedd for makinng the essenttial
inference andd implementin
ng the query onn the network
k.
The interrface of the example Baayesian netwo
ork
which has been developed and organizeed by making the
essential corrrections is shoown below in F
Figure 10.

F
Fig.11.
DRCAD
D Bayesian baseed inference enngine interface

Figg.12. DRCAD Bayesian-Based
B
d inference enggine example off
infference results
Fig.10. JavaBayes nettwork creating and editor

JavaBayees software retrieves the poossible valuess of
variables thaat are determ
mined accordinng to the givven
inputs about the networkk by the helpp of the relaated
algorithm m
module. Afterr this phase, it is easy to
determine a ddiagnosis list by
b ordering thhe related valuues.
JavaBayes sooftware uses the
t generalizeed interpretation
of “Variablee Eliminationn” method as the inferennce
algorithm. Inn DRCAD syystem, a driveer application
n is

7. Test resultss of drcad meedical diagnossis
software
W
Within the DR
RCAD Medicaal Diagnosis Software, thee
ressults of the “B
Bayesian Netw
work Based Inference” andd
“R
Rule Based Inference” methhods are comppared togetherr
byy generating syynthetic test data
d consistingg of 100, 10000
annd 2000 recorrds that refleect the possibbilities on thee
AL
LARM netwoork structure28. Additionallly, the resultss
obbtained from these
t
two metthods are lineaarly combinedd
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and compared to the individual ones. Each record
composed on these data shows the values belonging to
37 variables registered on the network. There are 12
input and 11 output variables on each record and the
records of all the intermediate values are also saved and
kept for further use. Those tests which are actualized
send the input variables for each record to the inference
engine and it saves the files of the lists created
following each of the inference operation. The
correctness of the inference results are decided by
comparing the records of the related variables of the
recorded test data. 11 probable results are obtained for
each record. The tests are composed of the application
of the “Rule Based Method” and “Bayesian Network
Based Method” on the synthetic data set and
additionally the linear combination of results of these
two methods. The test results obtained according to this
schedule are shown in Table 2.
Table 2.The results for the DRCAD inference methods
Synthetic Dataset with 100 Records
Number of
Method

Number of

Correct

Total

Diagnosis

Diagnosis

Accuracy

Rule-Based

856

1100

77.82%

Bayesian

576

1100

52.36%

Linearly Combined

896

1100

81.46%

Synthetic Dataset with 1000 Records
Number of
Method

Number of

Correct

Total

Diagnosis

Diagnosis

Accuracy

Rule-Based

8341

11000

75.83%

Bayesian

5550

11000

50.46%

Linearly Combined

8908

11000

80.98%

Synthetic Dataset with 2000 Records
Number of
Method

8. Conclusion

Number of

Correct

Total

Diagnosis

Diagnosis

The first column in this table shows the method by
means of which the inference is performed, the second
column shows the number of correct decisions
generated by the DRCAD Inference Engine, the third
column shows the number cases examined and finally in
the last column the percentages of the accuracy rate of
the decisions taken are shown. When the conclusions
are examined, it can be seen that the Rule Based
Method is more successful in the rate of 25% than the
“Bayesian Network Based” method in all dimensions of
the data sets. Besides, when both of these methods are
combined and utilized together the success rate rises to
80% much higher rates are acquired in comparison to
the values obtained by applying these methods
individually. In other words, the method in which the
conclusions are combined in a linear manner are 5%
more successful than the “Rule Based Method when
applied individually and 30% more successful than the
cases where the “Bayesian Network Based” method is
utilized.
In summary, “Bayesian Network Based” method
captures causal dependencies using the conditional
probabilities based on the relationships between each
node on the ALARM network. On the other hand, the
“Rule Based” method allows for a direct construction of
classification relations by capturing the knowledge
retrieved from the data. In this study, the performance
of the “Rule Based” method shows better results than
those of the “Bayesian Network Based” method since
the rules extracted by using data mining techniques
describe the complicated relations between the variables
better for the generated data sets. However, adding the
rules extracted by the “Bayesian Network Based”
method to the rule base increases the accuracy rate of
the medical diagnosis since the structural information of
the Bayesian network is reflected to the rule base. So, it
is concluded that two methods’ results complement each
other and provide higher accuracy rates for medical
diagnosis.

Accuracy

Rule- Based

16783

22000

76.29%

Bayesian

11118

22000

50.54%

Linearly Combined

17810

22000

80.96%

In cases of uncertainty and the lack of information, the
most important part of the decision support systems
which supports decision-making process is the inference
mechanism. There are data mining methods such as
Support Vector Machine, Multilayer Perceptron,
Decision Trees, and so forth that are available in
inference mechanism. Those methods can be used
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separately in an inference mechanism or also as a hybrid
system, which consists of a combination of those
methods. In this study, for the generated synthetic data,
ALARM network structure which is widely used in
scientific studies has been used. This network structure
is a structure that has been prepared using real patient
information for many variables and shows the
possibilities derived from real-life circumstances. When
the results are examined, it can be seen that the Rule
Based Method is more successful in the rate of 25%
than the “Bayesian Network Based” method in all
dimensions of the data sets. Besides, when both of
these methods are combined and utilized together the
success rate rises to 80%, i.e., much higher rates are
acquired in comparison to the values obtained by
applying these methods individually. In other words, the
method in which the conclusions are combined in a
linear manner are 5% more successful than the “Rule
Based Method when applied individually and 30% more
successful than the cases where the “Bayesian Network
Based Method is utilized. Finally, DRCAD system is
more innovative and interesting than the classical
diagnosis support systems by collecting possible
diagnosis of the patients from two sub modules. In
future, different methods should be combined within
this framework and their performances should be
compared.
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